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Press Release 
February 11th, 2022                

 

DOUBLE ATLANTIC RECORD FOR SERGIO DAVÌ 

NON-STOP 1770 NAUTICAL MILES  

FROM CAPE VERDE TO FRENCH GUYANA. 

 

Sergio Davì tries again and succeeds! With his 1770 nautical miles in 6 days and 8 hours non-stop, he has 

indeed beaten his previous record of June 2017 (when he had travelled from Cape Verde to Brazil, covering 1258 

nautical miles in 132 sailing hours). This time he went further, arriving in Kourou (French Guiana) yesterday february 

10th at afternoon, where he has been warmly welcomed by the staff of Hotel et Restaurant La Marina, Mr. Denis Bourlot 

and the vice consul of Italy Mr. Giorgio Cappa.  

 

 

 

The fearless captain faced marine and weather conditions that were not always favorable, he had to deal with waves up 

to 2-3 meters which, however, did not compromise navigation. The powerful Aretusa Explorer, alias Nuova Jolly Prince 

38cc, powered by the two strong Suzuki DF300B dual prop, confirmed its excellent performance. Davì's faithful travel 

companions were also the Simrad marine electronics which allowed him to be able to take a little rest when necessary. 
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However, prudently, the captain finally decided not to tackle this challenging crossing completely alone, accepting on 

board a particular special guest: Teo Aiello, co-owner of Nuova Jolly Marine and brother of Antonio (whom we had seen 

sailing together to Sergio Davì from Gran Canaria to Mindelo). 

 

    

 

This decision was motivated by extreme safety reasons, linked above all to the delicate fuel transfer operations. 

Precisely by virtue of the environmental protection campaign carried out with the "Ocean to Ocean RIB Adventure", Davì 

has in fact set up special locking systems for the tanks in order to prevent any loss in the sea and as well as special shut-

off valves that prevent any spills at sea. 

With the arrival in French Guiana Davì is almost half of the total miles calculated to reach Los Angeles. A new part of this 

adventure begins now, with new experiences to live. In fact, the Caribbean islands, Colombia, Panama, Guatemala, 

Mexico and finally California await him. 

 

To keep following the “Ocean to Ocean RIB Adventure” updates just consult Facebook (Sergio Davì Adventures) and 

Instagram (@sergiodavi_adventures) social pages.  

It is also possible to follow in real time the captain and his Aretusa Explorer by the GPS tracker link made by SGS 

Tracking: http://www.sgstracking.com/live/index.html?id=263.  
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#oceantooceanribadventure #sergiodaviadventures #CCM #palermolosangelesingommone #suzukimarine #wayoflife 

#cuoresuzuki #nuovajollymarine #prince38cc #simrad #TeamSimrad #cipolladal1950gioiellieri #itronik #marinaarenella 

#portoasecco #quickitaly #motul #originalbymotul #poweredbymotul #dometic #sgstracking #oceanoatlantico 

#direzionekourou #towardskourou #guyanafrancese #frenchguyana #guyanefrançaise   
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